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  TYPE：          HRY-260             

  SPECS：  Multi function Docking & SSD USER GUIDE     
         

  
 

Packaging content 

USER GUIDE
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1、Multifunctional USB Type-C Hub                    1PCS  
2、Instructions and quality assurance cards                1PCS 
 

 

System requirements  
1、Operating system (OS)  
WIN7/WIN8/WIN10/MAC drive free connection  
2、Devices with TYPE-C interface (support for charging, data and DP ALT MODE functions)  

 

Product characteristics  
1. All aluminum alloy design, classic fashion  
2. With wire storage function, easy to carry  
3. Hd HDMI video output, supported 4K/30HZ display at the highest 
4.Support NVMe&SATA transport protocols, realize automatic identification.   
5.Convenient assembly mechanism to realize tool-free replacement of hard disk. 
6. Powerful PD quick charging function can make play more enjoyable while charging 
7. provide gigabit network connection, transmission faster and more stable 
8. Multiple USB ports to connect more peripheral products 
9. Multi-color power indicator to monitor the status of equipment 
 

 

Technical parameter  
1、Working voltage：5±0.5V  
2、Working current：≤3A  
3、TYPE-C：Support for PD fast charging protocol  
4、USB3.0：2 x support USB2.0/3.0 devices  
5、HDMI：4K/30HZ  
6、SSD port: M.2 ( M-Key slot) 
7、Transport protocols: NVMe&SATA 
8、Transmission rate: 5Gbps 
9、Acceleration protocol: Support UASP acceleration protocol and Trim instruction  
10、RJ45：1000M Ethernet  
11、Cable: Connect to devices with TYPE-C interface (support for charging, data and DP ALT MODE)  
12、Product weight：108g±20g  
13、Product size：114.2*50*17.8mm±1mm（not included cable)  
 

 

 

 

 

Installation steps 
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1. take out the product, take out the received wire, choose the appropriate direction to place 
2. Press the plastic clip hooks on both sides of the wire end of the product, and then pull the product out 
3. At this point, insert the hard disk needed to be installed into the M.2 interface in the correct way, and then install the 
rubber plug to fix the hard disk 
4. Put the product into the metal shell in the corresponding direction to complete the hard disk installation 
5. Connect the type-C end of the wire to the computer, and the power indicator is on, indicating a successful connection 
6. At this time, the computer will automatically install the driver, and after the installation is completed, all kinds of 
equipment can be connected to normal use 
 

Product interface specification 
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Kindly reminder 

1. To connect to the type-C interface of the host, the functions of charging, data and DP ALT MODE shall be supported; 
otherwise, all functions cannot be converted 
2. External PD power is required to use the adaptor power provided by the original equipment or other power adapters in 
accordance with the specifications 
3. When using SSD hard disk, it is recommended to connect PD power supply to ensure stable power supply 
4. Interface M.2 on the product, support SSD hard disks of M-KEY and B&M-Key 
5. Installation of SSD hard disk should be carried out in the state of complete power failure  

                             
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


